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intervals m ----0, 1, 2, ... , N, N representsthe x(t) and y(t) are the number of lineations at
total number of data points, xi and Xi+mare the azimuth t from two separate Mariner frames,
functionalvaluesat pointsi and i -]- m, respective- x and y, respectively,and r is the lag in degrees
ly, • isthemeanvaluefor all data points,and•x2 of azimuth. The crosscorrelationthen is givenby
is the samplevariance. In this case,At is 1ø of
Cxy(T
) = Rxy(T)/[Rx(O).Ry(O)]
1/2 (4)
azimuth, N is 180ø, and x• and X•+mare the
number of linearionsat azimuths i and i q- m, where Rx(0) is the crosscovariance at zero lag
respectively.Becausethe data in this case are between x(t) (i.e., simply the autocovariance);
azimuths,the seriesendsat N = 180ø;however, similarly, Ry(0) is the autocovariance at zero
evaluation of the autocorrelation function only lag for y(t).
to this limit results in the elimination of possible
If mapped linearionsrepresentresidual trends
correlationsbetween linearions at 175ø azimuth,
resulting from imaging, a good crosscorrelation
for example,and 185ø azimuth, which is simply between frequency-azimuth distributions from
5ø. Consequently,the autocorrelationfunction unrectifiedimage pairs should result, regardless
wasmodifiedto a 'cyclic'autocorrelationfunction of the picture format. On the other hand, if *.he
linearions are true surface trends, a better cross
C(r = m. At)
correlation of rectified pictures might be expected if the surface trends are part of a generally well-definedsystem.
i--1
Straight-wall segmentsof polygonal craters
in which linearions between 0 and (i q- m -and crater chain alignmentssupplied additional
180ø) were repeated where i q- m exceeded data for linear surface trends. Each straight180ø. The autopower function is the Fourier wall segmentwas weighted subjectively from 1
transform of the autocorrelation function. In
to 3, depending on the certainty of identificathis study the fast Fourier transform algorithm tion. Crater chains were divided into pairs of
was used to calculate the autopower directly craters, and each pair was assigneda similar
from the data rather than from the autocorresubjectiveweight from i to 3 accordingto their
lation function [Webb, 1970]. The resulting visibility. Straight-wallsegments,in general,are
autopowercorrespondedto the autocorrelation thought to be the result of slumpingalong direcdiscussed
for (1) rather than (2).
tions of structural weakness, whereas crater
The nonrandomness of these trends is conchains may be due to secondary ejecta or
firmed both by comparing them with randomly structurally controlled endogcnic volcanism.
generated orientations and by comparing the Consequently, these two sets of data were
frequency of preferred trends from mapped treated separately both with respect to each
lineationswith a Potssondistribution. The sig- other and with respectto mapped lineations.
nificance of the trends with respect to their
Photometrically corrected versions of the
being actual surface features, however, can be mapped regions showed the contacts between
tested by comparing crosscorrelationsbetween low- and high-albedoprovincesthat have long
two unrectified images with cross correlations beenrecognizedthrough earth-basedstudiesand
of correspondingrectifiedpairs. The crosscorre- recently compiled by de Vauco,uleurs[1971].
lation between functions x (t) and y (t) is de- The data from rectified imagery were grouped
fined in terms of the sample crosscovariance,
into their respective photometric provinces so
that possible tectonic provinces could be re1

vealed.
RESULTS

(N-1)-lrl

[x(t) -- •][y(t + Il) - •]

(3)

whereN is the total number of data points, • and
• are the mean values of the functions x(t) and
y(t), respectively,and'r is the displacement,or
lag, from the data point t. In this case,N is 180ø,

Figure 4 shows the frequency-azimuth distributions in polar coordinates(rose diagrams)
for selected frames from Mariner

6. The most

significantlinearions (w3) were combinedwith
the less significant lincations (w2) for a larger
samplesize (w3-w2). The lower half of eachrose

